Diamonds in the Snow
(Charlie Angus and Andrew Cash)

You threw these diamonds, in the snow
You threw them away, thought no one would know.

So what were you thinking, oh didn’t you know
little diamonds, diamonds in the snow.

A lonely field, on a cold dark night.
There’s a light, shining in the sky.
It’s just a light, you might never know,
A little light, light your way home.

You threw these diamonds, in the snow
You threw them away, thought no one would know.

So what were you thinking, oh didn’t you know
little diamonds, diamonds in the snow.
There was a child, she had a dream.
She looked to you, and she looked to me.
It's just a chance to make your world whole,
She gave you diamonds, diamonds in the snow.

You threw these diamonds in the snow,
cause you judge your life, by what you can own.
But they shine so bright, brighter than you know,
Little diamonds, diamonds in the snow.

You threw these diamonds, in the snow
You threw them away, thought no one would
know.

So what were you thinking, oh didn’t you know
little diamonds, diamonds in the snow.

It's just a chance to make your world whole,
touch these diamonds, diamonds in the snow.
Touch these diamonds, diamonds in the snow.